This paper investigates the set of all selectively refined meshes that can be obtained from a progressive mesh. We call the set the transitive mesh space of a progressive mesh and present a theoretical analysis of the space. We define selective edge collapse and vertex split transformations, which we use to traverse all selectively refined meshes in the transitive mesh space. We propose a complete selective refinement scheme for a progressive mesh based on the transformations and compare the scheme with previous selective refinement schemes in both theoretical and experimental ways. In our comparison, we show that the complete scheme always generates selectively refined meshes with smaller numbers of vertices and faces than previous schemes for a given refinement criterion. The concept of dual pieces of the vertices in the vertex hierarchy plays a central role in the analysis of the transitive mesh space and the design of selective edge collapse and vertex split transformations.
Introduction
With the development of 3D scanning technology, highly detailed geometric models can be captured from real objects. Since raw meshes obtained from 3D scanners usually have millions or billions of triangles, research for efficient methods to process large polygonal meshes has been a focus in the graphics literature. Mesh simplification techniques and multiresolution mesh representations have been developed to achieve fast visualization and manipulation of large meshes [1, 2, 3] .
A progressive mesh (PM) is the multiresolution representation of an irregular mesh based on edge collapse and vertex split transformations [4] . The main idea behind the representation is to decompose a given mesh into a base mesh and detail information that is required to roll back the £ victor@postech.ac.kr, http://home.postech.ac.kr/ victor Ý Corresponding author, leesy@postech.ac.kr, http://www.postech.ac.kr/ leesy base mesh to the original mesh. To build a PM, a sequence of edge collapse transformations is performed on a given mesh, and the detail data is extracted in each edge collapse transformation.
Given a PM, continuous levels-of-detail (LOD) meshes can be generated by applying successive vertex split transformations to the base mesh. The PM representation has been successfully used for run-time LOD control, progressive transmission, editing, and compression of irregular meshes [5, 6, 7, 8] .
The original work on a PM introduced by Hoppe [4] focuses on the generation of sequential LOD meshes from an irregular mesh. To support the additional feature of adaptive resolution control, several schemes for selective refinement of a PM have been developed [5, 9, 10, 11, 12] .
These schemes generate selectively refined meshes from a base mesh by performing a chosen set of vertex split transformations. By using these schemes, we can increase the locality in the resolution control of a PM with respect to certain refinement criteria, such as view parameters.
View-dependent refinement of a PM has been used to improve rendering performance in interactive visualization of large polygonal meshes [9, 5, 10, 12] .
Although several schemes were proposed for selective refinement of a PM, no work has been done to analyze the set of all selectively refined meshes that are obtainable from a given PM. In this paper, we designate the set the transitive mesh space of a PM and present a theoretical analysis of the space. We define selective edge collapse and vertex split transformations, with which we can traverse all selectively refined meshes in the transitive mesh space. We also present an efficient approach to implement the selective transformations and propose the complete selective refinement scheme of a PM based on the transformations. Finally, we present theoretical and experimental comparisons of selective refinement schemes on the expressive power in the transitive mesh space.
In [11] , we briefly introduced the concept of transitive mesh space and a selective refinement scheme based on it. In this paper, we provide further insights and elaborate on the properties of the space in a theoretical manner.
Since selective refinement of a PM was investigated mainly to accelerate the rendering of a large polygonal mesh, research in this area was concerned with the design of efficient visual error metrics, such as back-face culling and screen-space error. Several elegant methods have been proposed for fast measurement of visual errors [13, 5, 14, 12] . In this paper, however, we do not consider a visual error metric because we do not intend to present a new view-dependent rendering framework for a PM. Instead, assuming that we already have a proper refinement criterion, we concentrate on characterizing the transitive mesh space of a PM and proposing a novel selective refinement scheme.
In addition to a PM, other LOD representations of a polygonal mesh were proposed based on vertex-clustering [15] and vertex decimation [16] . Several methods were investigated on the selective refinement of these LOD representations [17, 18, 19] . In this paper, we do not discuss these methods because they are beyond the scope of this paper.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present background details concerning a PM. We define and analyze the transitive mesh space of a PM in Section 3. An efficient approach to traverse the space and a selective refinement scheme based on it are proposed in Section 4. We compare several selective refinement schemes in Section 5 and show experimental results in Section 6. Possible extensions are discussed in Section 7 and this paper is concluded in Section 8.
Preliminaries

Notation
A triangular mesh is a polygonal approximation of an object with a set of triangles. A triangular mesh Å consists of vertices, edges, and faces, where each face is a triangle. An edge in Å which connects two vertices Ú and Ú is denoted by . For a vertex Ú , the set of 1-ring neighbor vertices is denoted by AE´Ú µ. The opposite vertices of an edge are the two vertices of the two faces sharing which differ from Ú and Ú . A mesh Å is called 2-manifold if the set of adjacent faces of any vertex in Å is isomorphic to a 2D disk. In this paper, we consider only 2-manifold triangular meshes.
Edge collapse and vertex split transformations
We define edge collapse ÓÐ´Ú × Ú Ø Ú Ù Ú Ð Ú Ö µ and vertex split Ú×ÔÐ Ø´Ú × Ú Ø Ú Ù Ú Ð Ú Ö µ as elementary operations, each of which transforms a mesh Å into another mesh Å ¼ . With ÓÐ´Ú × Ú Ø Ú Ù Ú Ð Ú Ö µ transformation, two vertices in Å, Ú Ø and Ú Ù on edge ØÙ , are collapsed into a vertex Ú × in Å ¼ .
Conversely, Ú×ÔÐ Ø´Ú × Ú Ø Ú Ù Ú Ð Ú Ö µ transformation splits a vertex Ú × in Å into two vertices Ú Ø and Ú Ù in Å ¼ . Figure 1 illustrates the effects of the transformations. An ÓÐ or Ú×ÔÐ Øtransformation can be applied to a mesh Å only when the resulting mesh Å ¼ is simply connected [20, 21] ; that is, there is at most one edge between two vertices in Å ¼ . For an ÓÐ transformation, Å ¼ will not be simply connected if both of the vertices Ú Ø and Ú Ù are adjacent to a vertex in Å other than Ú Ð and Ú Ö . A Ú×ÔÐ Øtransformation guarantees the simply-connectedness of Å ¼ if the vertices Ú Ð and Ú Ö differ from each other. The 4-th and 5-th parameters of an ÓÐ transformation, Ú Ð and Ú Ö , are always the opposite vertices of the collapsed edge ØÙ . However, in a Ú×ÔÐ Øtransformation, the 4-th and 5-th parameters can be any two different vertices in AE´Ú × µ and determine the connectivity of the vertices Ú Ø and Ú Ù with the vertices in AE´Ú × µ. An ÓÐ transformation and a Ú×ÔÐ Øtransformation are the reverse of each other when they share the same parameters. We call the vertices Ú Ð and Ú Ö , the 4-th and 5-th parameters, the cut vertices of ÓÐ and Ú×ÔÐ Øtransformations.
Progressive mesh
Hoppe introduced a progressive mesh (PM) as the multiresolution representation of an irregular mesh based on edge collapse and vertex split transformations [4] . The general framework of a PM consists of two phases, the analysis phase and the synthesis phase. Å in the synthesis phase. Each detail generally consists of information about topology (i.e., connectivity), geometry, and other mesh data (e.g., texture coordinates, material id, etc.).
In this paper, we are mainly concerned with the topology changes of meshes in the PM representation. In this case, the detail is reduced to the parameters of ÓÐ , which are the vertices Ú × Ú Ø Ú Ù Ú Ð , and Ú Ö , because they provide sufficient information to recover the topology of Å ·½ from that of Å . Mesh Å ·½ can be reconstructed by applying a Ú×ÔÐ Ø transformation to Å , where
Note that the cut vertices Ú Ð and Ú Ö of an ÓÐ transformation are always the opposite vertices of the collapsed edge Ø Ù and ÓÐ can be specified without explicitly designating the cut vertices. However, when we apply a Ú×ÔÐ Ø transformation to Å , the connectivity of the resulting mesh is determined by the cut vertices of Ú×ÔÐ Ø . Hence, to recover the topology of Å ·½ from that of Å , the cut vertices of ÓÐ must be stored as the detail and used for the cut vertices of Ú×ÔÐ Ø .
In the synthesis phase of a PM, we can generate sequential LOD meshes Å in the PM sequence by using Ú×ÔÐ Ø and ÓÐ transformations. The -th resolution mesh Å can be reconstructed by applying the vertex split sequence,
From the current mesh Å , we obtain a more refined mesh by adding details with several Ú×ÔÐ Ø transformations, where . Similarly, a more simplified mesh can be derived from the current mesh Å by subtracting details with ÓÐ transformations for . Figure 2 shows a simple example of a PM. In the analysis phase, the bold edges in Figure 2 
Vertex hierarchy
A vertex hierarchy can be defined among the vertices that appear in the PM sequence of a PM [9, 5] . In the analysis phase, each edge collapse transformation, ÓÐ ÓÐ´Ú × Ú Ø Ú Ù Ú Ð Ú Ö µ, establishes a parent-child relationship between a newly introduced vertex Ú × and two collapsed vertices Ú Ø and Ú Ù . After Ò successive edge collapse transformations from a given mesh Å to the base mesh Å ¼ , we obtain a vertex hierarchy À, which is a forest structure. The root nodes of À are the vertices of the base mesh Å ¼ and all leaf nodes of À are the vertices of the original mesh Å. Figure 2(c) shows the vertex hierarchy À constructed from the edge collapse sequence depicted in Figure 2 (a). In this paper, non-leaf and leaf nodes of À are denoted by Ú × and Ú , which emphasizes that they come from the ÓÐ transformation and the original mesh Å, respectively.
When we traverse the PM sequence in the synthesis phase, we apply edge collapse and vertex split transformations to the current mesh. In the vertex hierarchy À, an edge collapse transformation has the effect of locally moving upward by replacing two sibling vertices with their parent vertex. Similarly, with a vertex split transformation, a vertex is split into two child vertices in À, which corresponds to locally moving downward in À. Note that the vertex hierarchy À is fixed in the analysis phase by the sequence of edge collapse transformations that are performed to reduce a given mesh to the base mesh. In the synthesis phase, À remains unchanged and is merely traversed when we update a current mesh with an edge collapse or vertex split transformation.
Selective refinement of a PM
In the selective refinement of a PM, the analysis phase is the same as the original PM representation in [4] . In the synthesis phase, however, instead of a sequential LOD mesh Å , a selectively refined mesh is generated by applying a chosen set of Ú×ÔÐ Ø transformations to the base mesh Å ¼ , or equivalently, by applying a chosen set of ÓÐ transformations to the original mesh Å [5] . The set of Ú×ÔÐ Ø ( ÓÐ ) transformations to be applied is determined by a query function qrefine(Ú × ) that decides whether a vertex Ú × in the vertex hierarchy À should be split or not [5] . In most applications, such as a view-dependent refinement of a PM, the values of qrefine(Ú × ) are continually changing and a selectively refined mesh should be dynamically updated as well. In this case, several Ú×ÔÐ Ø and/or ÓÐ transformations are applied to the current selectively refined mesh Å to reflect the changes of qrefine(Ú × ) at the vertices Ú × in Å.
Transitive Mesh Space of a Progressive Mesh
The PM sequence of a PM can be considered as a sequential mesh space, Now it is natural to consider the same problems for selective refinement of a PM. We can define the space of all possible selectively refined meshes from a PM and consider the traversal of the space. We call the space the transitive mesh space of a PM, and we characterize the space and its traversal in this section. As will become clear, the space is not sequential and has a more complicated structure than the sequential mesh space Å Ë . We also need the revised definitions of ÓÐ and Ú×ÔÐ Ø transformations to handle the update of a selectively refined mesh to another in the space.
Selectively refined mesh
Suppose that the PM representation of a given mesh Å has been obtained by using an edge collapse The first condition in Definition 1 implies that the ÓÐ transformations in Ë are selectively performed to obtain an SRM Å, while they are successively applied to derive a mesh Å in the PM sequence. The second and third conditions relate to the dependency among the ÓÐ transformations in Ë. The fourth condition guarantees that every SRM is simply connected. Every mesh in the mesh sequence Å Ë is also an SRM by Definition 1. Note that ÓÐ transformations in Ë come from the PM sequence, but their order in Ë needs not be the same as in the PM sequence.
It is clear that a mesh Å in the PM sequence is an SRM, with Ë ´ ÓÐ Ò ½ Ó Ð Ò ¾ Ó Ð µ. However, SRMs exist that do not belong to the PM sequence. For example, the SRM Å in Figure   3 is not the same as any mesh in Figure 2 (a).
Suppose that ´ µ . Then, as we can see in Figure 3 , the edge Ø Ù is collapsed when we apply the ÓÐ ´ µ transformation to mesh Å ·½ . However, the opposite vertices of the collapsed edge Ø Ù in Å ·½ may not be the same as the cut vertices Ú Ð and Ú Ö of ÓÐ , which were the opposite vertices of Ø Ù when Ø Ù is collapsed in the analysis phase. In Figure 3 , the opposite vertices of ¾ in Å ¾ are not Ú ½ and Ú , which were the cut vertices of ÓÐ in the PM sequence shown in Figure 2 . Figure   4 , Ú×ÔÐ Ø × Ð cannot be performed with Ú ½ and Ú , which were the active cut vertices of ÓÐ × Ð . In Section 3.2, we present the dual perspective of a PM, by which we can show that the active cut vertices of Ú×ÔÐ Ø × Ð can be uniquely identified in AE´Ú × µ. In Section 4, we propose an efficient approach to locate the active cut vertices in AE´Ú × µ. In Definition 1, we defined an SRM by using a sequence Ë that is a subset of the ÓÐ sequence Ë obtained in the analysis phase. To be precise, the ÓÐ transformations in Ë should be interpreted as selective edge transformations ÓÐ × Ð . As Hoppe presented in [5] , an SRM can be defined with a sequence of Ú×ÔÐ Ø × Ð transformations, which is applied to the base mesh Å ¼ . In this paper, we used ÓÐ × Ð transformations to define an SRM because the effect of ÓÐ × Ð on a mesh is clear, while that of Ú×ÔÐ Ø × Ð cannot be determined until we identify the active cut vertices.
For most applications of the selective refinement of a PM, it should be possible to dynamically update an SRM in the synthesis phase with the value changes of the query function qrefine(Ú × ).
In the update, ÓÐ × Ð and Ú×ÔÐ Ø × Ð transformations are incrementally applied to the current SRM to generate a new SRM. To effectively support the dynamic update of an SRM, we must consider two problems. Figure 3 is the SRM that can be derived from the original mesh Å by using the sequence Ë ´ ÓÐ 
Dual perspective of a progressive mesh
To explore the hidden linkage between an SRM and the original mesh Å, we define the dual pieces of the vertices in the vertex hierarchy À.
Definition 2
The fundamental dual piece of a vertex Ú of the original mesh Å is the closed region on the surface of Å which consists of quadrangle pieces around Ú where the quadrangle pieces are obtained by cutting the neighbor faces of Ú from the centroids toward the midpoints of adjacent edges. The dual piece ´Úµ of a vertex Ú in the vertex hierarchy À is the union of fundamental dual pieces of all leaf nodes in the subtree of À whose root is Ú. Figure 5 shows examples of dual pieces. The dual concept similar to Definition 2 was used for the hierarchical radiosity [22] and the multiresolution face clustering [23] . Consider a mesh Å in a PM sequence. Every vertex Ú of the original mesh Å is a descendant of a vertex Ú of Å in the vertex hierarchy À. Also, there is no ancestor-descendant relationship in À among the vertices of Å . Hence, the dual pieces ´Úµ of vertices Ú in Å covers the surface of Å without holes and overlaps. In other words, the dual pieces ´Úµ partition the surface of Å. Since the partitioning locally becomes finer when a vertex of Å is split, every dual piece from Å ·½ is equal to or a subset of a dual piece from Å . Hence, the dual pieces from the meshes Å in a PM sequence have a hierarchical partitioning property over the original mesh Å. Figure 6 shows several meshes Å in the PM sequence of a horse mesh Å and the dual pieces from Å overlaid on Å. As shown in Figure 6 , an edge between a pair of vertices in Å emerges as an adjacency of the corresponding dual pieces on Å. Figure 7 illustrates the dual perspective of ÓÐ and Ú×ÔÐ Ø transformations. Note that the dual pieces of 1-ring neighbor vertices of Ú × are invariant under the ÓÐ and Ú×ÔÐ Øtransformations. This implies that it is possible to collapse an edge or split a vertex in a mesh without affecting the neighbor vertices.
From this dual perspective, we can see that the active cut vertices of a Ú×ÔÐ Ø 
Properties of a selectively refinement mesh
Several researchers have observed that the vertex set of an SRM has a special structure in the vertex hierarchy À, called a vertex front [9, 5] .
Definition 3 A vertex front Î in the vertex hierarchy À is the set of vertices in À such that no pair of vertices in Î has an ancestor-descendant relationship in À and that every vertex in the original mesh Å has exactly one ancestor in Î.
Lemma 1
The vertex set of an SRM is a vertex front in the vertex hierarchy À. Ú Ø Ú Ù µ Ú × , which is also a vertex front in À. The vertex set of the original mesh Å is clearly a vertex front in À, and an SRM is generated by applying a sequence of ÓÐ × Ð transformations to Å. Hence, the vertex set of an SRM is a vertex front in À.
Lemma 1 provides a necessary condition for an SRM; if a mesh is an SRM, its vertex set should be a vertex front. However, Lemma 1 is not a sufficient condition for an SRM. There is a mesh that is not an SRM, although its vertex set is a vertex front. For example, if we connect the vertices in a vertex front with an arbitrary set of edges, the resulting mesh may not be an SRM. By using the dual perspective of a PM, we can derive a necessary and sufficient condition for an SRM in terms of a vertex front.
Definition 4 A vertex front Î is valid if the dual pieces of the vertices in Î are simply connected; that is, any two adjacent dual pieces share only one portion of their boundaries. Figure 8 gives an example.
Let Ï be the set of vertices in Å which do not belong to Å. Let Ú × be the latest vertex in Ï when we enumerate the vertices Ú × in Ï by the performed order of the corresponding ÓÐ transformations in the analysis phase. With the notation used in this paper, Ú × is the vertex in Ï whose index is the smallest. Let Ú Ð and Ú Ö be the cut vertices of ÓÐ transformation in the analysis phase. As shown in Figure 7 , each of ´Ú Ð µ and ´Ú Ö µ is adjacent to both ´Ú Ø µ and ´Ú Ù µ. Suppose that there exists only one vertex Ú in AE´Ú × µ such that ´Ú µ is adjacent to both ´Ú Ø µ and ´Ú Ù µ. Then, ´Ú µ should contain ´Ú Ø µ and ´Ú Ù µ, and from the property of dual pieces, Ú is an ancestor of Ú Ð and Ú Ö in À. Since Ú Ð and Ú Ö are the cut vertices of ÓÐ , the edge collapse transformation that introduces Ú should be performed after ÓÐ in the analysis phase. However, this contradicts that Ú × is the latest vertex in Ï. 
Transitive mesh space
Theorem 1 implies that there is a one-to-one correspondence between SRMs and valid vertex fronts. Once the vertex hierarchy À is obtained in the analysis phase of a PM, the set of valid vertex front is fixed along with the set of SRMs. 
©
The relation Ê ÓÐ is a partial order on Å because Ê ÓÐ is reflexive, asymmetric, and transitive.
Then, Å with the relation Ê ÓÐ becomes a partially ordered set. For a partially ordered set Å, we can draw the Hasse diagram, which is a digraph whose vertices are the elements of Å and whose edges represent the order relation between the elements. The digraph in Figure 9 is the Hasse diagram corresponding to the PM in Figure 2 if we ignore the upward direction of the bidirectional edges. Similarly, when we ignore the downward direction of the edges, the digraph in Figure 9 
Efficient Traversal of Transitive Mesh Space
In Section 3, we characterized the transitive mesh space Å of a PM and verified that space Å with respect to a given refinement criterion.
Fundamental cut vertices
In the synthesis phase of selective refinement of a PM, the active cut vertices Ú Ð and Ú Ö of an ÓÐ × Ð or Ú×ÔÐ Ø × Ð transformation vary as the 1-ring neighborhood of the collapsed edge Ø Ù or the split vertex Ú × is changed. However, the property of their dual pieces is invariant, such that ´Ú Ð µ and ´Ú Ö µ are always adjacent to both ´Ú Ø µ and ´Ú Ù µ. By the hierarchical partitioning property of dual pieces, leaf nodes Ú Ð and Ú Ö exist in the vertex hierarchy À whose dual pieces have the same property as Ú Ð and Ú Ö . We call the leaf nodes Ú Ð and Ú Ö the fundamental cut vertices of ÓÐ × Ð and Ú×ÔÐ Ø × Ð transformations.
Definition 6
The fundamental cut vertices of ÓÐ × Ð and Ú×ÔÐ Ø × Ð transformations are the vertices in the original mesh Å whose (fundamental) dual pieces are adjacent to both ´Ú Ø µ and ´Ú Ù µ. From the properties of dual pieces, the fundamental cut vertices Ú Ð and Ú Ö belong to the subtrees of the vertex hierarchy À whose roots are the active cut vertices Ú Ð and Ú Ö , respectively.
Conversely and more importantly, the active cut vertices are always the ancestors of the fundamental cut vertices in À which are active in the current SRM Å. To apply Lemma 3 to finding the active cut vertices in the current SRM Å, we store the fundamental cut vertices Ú Ð and Ú Ö when we perform an ÓÐ transformation in the analysis phase.
The basic idea for locating the fundamental cut vertices in the analysis phase is to use the correspondence of the faces between the original mesh Å and a simplified mesh Å in the PM sequence.
Lemma 4
For each face of a mesh Å in the PM sequence, there exists a face in the original mesh Å which has been mapped to through the simplification process. An ÓÐ transformation in the analysis phase collapses two faces Ð and Ö , where Ð ´Ú Ø Ú Ù Ú Ð µ and Ö ´Ú Ù Ú Ø Ú Ö µ. Let Ð ´ Ú ØÐ Ú ÙÐ Ú Ð µ and Ö ´ Ú ÙÖ Ú ØÖ Ú Ö µ be the faces in Å that correspond to Ð and Ö , respectively (see Figure 10(a) ). The fundamental dual piece ´ Ú Ð µ of Ú Ð is adjacent to ´ Ú ØÐ µ and ´ Ú ÙÐ µ because Ú ØÐ , Ú ÙÐ , and Ú Ð are the vertices of face Ð . Since Ú Ø and Ú Ù are ancestors of Ú ØÐ and Ú ÙÐ in À, respectively, we have that ´ Ú ØÐ µ ´Ú Ø µ and ´ Ú ÙÐ µ ´Ú Ù µ. Therefore, ´ Ú Ð µ is adjacent to both ´Ú Ø µ and ´Ú Ù µ, and Ú Ð is a fundamental cut vertices of ÓÐ × Ð and Ú×ÔÐ Ø × Ð transformations. Similarly, we can show that Ú Ö is another fundamental cut vertex.
In the analysis phase, our data structure for a triangular face in Å contains three current vertices Ú Ô Ú Õ Ú Ö and their corresponding vertices Ú Ô Ú Õ Ú Ö in Å. When we perform an ÓÐ transformation, we reserve Ú Ð and Ú Ö obtained from the two faces, Ð ´Ú Ø Ú Ù Ú Ð µ and Ö ´Ú Ù Ú Ø Ú Ö µ, as the fundamental cut vertices. With this approach, additional ¢´¿Òµ storage is required to store the vertices in Å for each triangle, where Ò is the number of triangles in Å.
However, the additional storage is required only in the analysis phase and is not necessary in the synthesis phase. 
Selective edge collapse and vertex split transformations
By using the fundamental cut vertices Ú Ð and Ú Ð , we can redefine the selective edge collapse and vertex split transformations, ÓÐ × Ð and Ú×ÔÐ Ø × Ð ;
where Ø Ú Ò ×ØÓÖ´Úµ is the vertex in the current SRM Å which is an ancestor of a vertex Ú in the vertex hierarchy À. See Figure 10 (b) for an illustration. From the adjacency of dual pieces, we can see that the active ancestors of the fundamental cut vertices Ú Ð and Ú Ð always belong to the 1-ring neighborhood of the collapsed edge Ø Ù or the split vertex Ú × .
As mentioned previously, for an ÓÐ × Ð transformation, the active cut vertices are the opposite vertices of the collapsed edge Ø Ù . Since the opposite vertices of Ø Ù are adjacent to both Ú Ø and Ú Ù , their dual pieces are also adjacent to both ´Ú Ø µ and ´Ú Ù µ. Among the vertices in the original mesh Å, only the fundamental cut vertices Ú Ð and Ú Ö satisfy the same property for the dual pieces. Therefore, from the hierarchical partitioning property of dual pieces, the opposite vertices of Ø Ù are always the active ancestors of Ú Ð and Ú Ö in the vertex hierarchy À.
In the case of a Ú×ÔÐ Ø × Ð transformation, to locate the active cut vertices Ú Ð and Ú Ö , we must find the active ancestors of the fundamental cut vertices Ú Ð and Ú Ö . A straightforward approach is to store the vertex hierarchy À and climb up through À from Ú Ð or Ú Ö until an active node is reached. With this approach, a Ú×ÔÐ Ø × Ð transformation takes Ç´ÐÓ Òµ time in the worst case even when the vertex hierarchy À is balanced, where Ò is the number of vertices in the original mesh Å.
To speed up Ú×ÔÐ Ø × Ð transformations, we store the tree-id, node-id notation for each node in the vertex hierarchy À. The nodes in the same tree of À have the same tree-id. In a tree, we assign a proper node-id to each node in a similar manner to the array implementation of a heap [25] .
Based on the tree-id, node-id notation, we can design an Á× Ò ×ØÓÖ´Ú Ú µ procedure that efficiently tests whether Ú is an ancestor of Ú or not by using a binary shift operation. When the tree-ids of Ú and Ú are different, the procedure simply returns false. Otherwise, it shifts the nodeid of Ú to the right by the amount of the level difference between Ú and Ú , and then compares the result with node-id of Ú . With this simple test, we can determine whether Ú is an ancestor of Ú or not within Ç´½µ time.
In our experiments with the well-known mesh models shown in Section 6, a 32-bit unsigned integer was sufficient to represent a tree-id, node-id notation. A 64-bit representation was necessary only for very huge models such as 'Happy Budda'. Hence, only ¿¾ ¢ Ò (or ¢ Ò ) bits are required to store the tree-id, node-id notations, where Ò is the number of nodes in the vertex hierarchy À.
To locate the active ancestors of Ú Ð and Ú Ö , it is sufficient to check only the vertices in the 1-ring neighborhood AE´Ú × µ of Ú × . We test each vertex Ú in AE´Ú × µ with Á× Ò ×ØÓÖ´Ú Ú Ð µ and Á× Ò ×ØÓÖ´Ú Ú Ö µ, and select the vertices for which one of the return values is true. In this way, we can determine the active ancestors in Ç´ µ time, where is the number of vertices in AE´Ú × µ. Note that Ç´ µ time complexity is essential for a Ú×ÔÐ Ø × Ð transformation because we have to update the mesh connectivity for the vertices in AE´Ú × µ.
Complete selective refinement scheme
To traverse the transitive mesh space Å with respect to a given refinement criterion, a selective refinement scheme of a PM should have the following properties;
Maximal closure: The transitive closure determined by the refinement scheme should be equal to the transitive mesh space Å. That is, from any SRM in Å, it should be possible to reach all other SRMs in Å with a sequence of edge collapse and vertex split transformations. In the selective refinement of a PM, it is required to split every vertex Ú × for which the refinement query function qrefine(Ú × ) is true. Also, an edge Ø Ù should be collapsed if qrefine(Ú × ) is false. However, in most applications, such as view-dependent refinement of a PM, it is essential to make all necessary vertices active in the current SRM by enforcing vertex split transformations.
An edge collapse transformation is needed to reduce the number of active vertices, and can be postponed if it cannot be performed. Hence, in the complete selective refinement scheme proposed in this paper, we do not perform an ÓÐ × Ð transformation if it generates a non-simply connected mesh. In contrast, if a Ú×ÔÐ Ø × Ð transformation is invalid, that is, Ú Ð Ú Ö , we first split the vertex Ú Ð so that Ú×ÔÐ Ø × Ð can be performed.
The complete selective refinement scheme can be summarized as the following pseudo-code. // check to maintain the simply-connectedness
// check to maintain the simply-connectedness
In the pseudo-code, Å is the current SRM and Î is the vertex set of Å. The IsLeaf(Ú) function returns true when Ú is a leaf node in the vertex hierarchy À, and IsRoot(Ú) returns true when Ú is a root node in À. The value of IsSiblingActive(Ú) is true only when the sibling vertex of Ú currently exists in Å. The GetOppositeVertices( ) function returns two opposite vertices of an edge in Å. Finally, GetActiveLR(Ú × , Ú Ð , Ú Ö ) returns two active ancestor of the fundamental cut vertices Ú Ð and Ú Ö by using the IsAncestor() procedure as described in Section 4.2.
Comparison of Selective Refinement Schemes
In this section, we compare our complete selective refinement scheme with previous schemes in terms of the support of transformations between adjacent SRMs in the Hasse diagram of a transitive mesh space. As mentioned in Section 4.3, the maximal closure is also an important property to measure the expressive power of a selective refinement scheme in transitive mesh space. However, the property can be achieved if the scheme supports transformations that correspond to a spanning tree of the Hasse diagram, although all possible transformations are not supported. Therefore, the expressive power of a selective refinement scheme can reasonably be measured by considering whether the scheme supports ÓÐ × Ð and Ú×ÔÐ Ø × Ð transformations between an arbitrary pair of adjacent SRMs in the Hasse diagram. In this section, we also compare the storage requirements of selective refinement schemes.
In previous selective refinement schemes, an edge collapse or vertex split transformation can be performed only when the 1-ring neighborhood of the collapsed edge or split vertex satisfies a precondition reserved in the analysis phase. To show that the precondition disables some transformations from an SRM Å in the Hasse diagram, we use the valid vertex front Î in the vertex hierarchy À which corresponds to Å. We visualize the precondition in each previous scheme as the constraint on the configuration of Î in À. If Î does not satisfy the constraint, an edge collapse or vertex split transformation cannot be performed on Å, although it is allowed in the Hasse diagram. As the constraint is stronger, a scheme can cover a smaller set of transformations in the Hasse diagram. split transformation is performed in the synthesis phase of the complete scheme proposed in this paper, the 4-face scheme [5, 12] , and the 1-ring neighborhood scheme [9, 10] , respectively. Figure   13 depicts the configurations of a vertex front in the vertex hierarchy À which are needed to allow an edge collapse or vertex split transformation in the schemes. In Figures 13(a) and 13(b) , the bold curves show that possible positions in À of the cut vertices of an edge collapse or vertex split transformation performed in the synthesis phase. Figure 13 (c) describes the 1-ring neighbor vertices of Ø Ù or Ú × should be active in the current SRM to perform an edge collapse or vertex split transformation. In the following, we explain in detail how we can derive the configuration in Figure 13 for each selective refinement scheme. 
Complete Scheme
As described in Section 4, in the complete scheme proposed in this paper, fundamental cut vertices are reserved in the analysis phase, and edge collapse and vertex split transformations are performed in the synthesis phase by using the active ancestors of the fundamental cut vertices (see Figure   12 (b)).
The bold curves in Figure 13 Let Å be an SRM and Î be the corresponding vertex front in À. To perform a Ú×ÔÐ Ø × Ð transformation on Å, Î must intersect the bold curves in Figure 13 (a). However, the positions at which Î intersect the bold curves can be arbitrary vertices in the curves. When we want to apply an ÓÐ × Ð transformation to Å, Î always intersect the bold curves in Figure 13 (a), where we replace the leaf nodes of the curves as Ú Ð and Ú Ö . In this case, ÓÐ × Ð can be performed if the resulting mesh Å ¼ is simply connected. Recall that these constraints are imposed by the simplyconnectedness of an SRM and the complete scheme supports every transformation between SRMs in the Hasse diagram of the transitive mesh space.
4-face scheme
Hoppe proposed edge collapse and vertex split transformations based on four faces for selective refinement of a PM [5] . The four faces, Ò¼ , Ò½ , Ò¾ , and Ò¿ , are reserved as the topological details of ÓÐ transformation in the analysis phase (see Figure 12 Suppose that the faces Ò¼ , Ò½ , and Ð correspond to the faces ´ Ú Ò¼ Ú ØÒ¼ Ú ÐÒ¼ µ, ´ Ú Ò½ Ú ÐÒ½ Ú ÙÒ½ µ, and ´ Ú Ð Ú ÐØ Ú ÐÙ µ in the original mesh Å, respectively (see Figure 14) . Although the vertex labels of Ò¼ , Ò½ , and Ð dynamically change in the synthesis phase, the cut vertice Ú Ð should be a common ancestor of all three vertices Ú Ð , Ú ÐÒ¼ , Ú ÐÒ½ , as shown in Figure 14 . Moreover, Ú Ð may not be a common ancestor of Ú Ò¼ and Ú ÐÒ¼ nor a common ancestor of Ú Ò½ and Ú ÐÒ½ because the faces Ò¼ and Ò½ should be active. In the same way, we can obtain the constraint on the position of the other cut vertex Ú Ö in À. Pajarola presented a variation of the 4-face scheme based on a half-edge collapse hierarchy instead of a vertex hierarchy [12] . In the approach, when an edge is collapsed, the four faces, Ò¼ , Ò½ , Ò¾ , and Ò¿ in Figure 12 (a), are not explicitly stored because the faces can be accessed from the collapsed edge by using the half-edge representation. In the synthesis phase, an edge collapse transformation can be performed if the resulting mesh is simply connected. However, a vertex can be split only if the current SRM contains the four faces accessed through the edge to be restored. For an edge, the four faces can vary in the synthesis phase because they are determined by the edge collapse transformation performed last on the edge. Although this approach has no precondition for an edge collapse transformation, except simply-connectedness, as in the complete scheme, it has a similar precondition for a vertex split transformation to the original 4-face scheme of Hoppe [5] . Hence, the diagram in Figure 13 (b) can be applied to the approach for a vertex split transformation, except that the end vertices of the bold curves may change in the synthesis phase.
Note that, in the original 4-face scheme, the end vertices are determined in the analysis phase and fixed in the synthesis phase.
Although the original 4-face scheme [5] and its variation [12] cannot provide every transformation in the Hasse diagram, the schemes cover a reasonably large subset of the transformations possible between SRMs. Clearly, the bold curves in Figure 13 (b) are subsets of those in Figure   13 (a). However, except in the cases where the resolutions of the vertices drastically change in an SRM, the active cut vertices Ú Ð and Ú Ö may be contained in the bold curves in Figure 13 (b), and ÓÐ -and Ú×ÔÐ Ø -transformations can be performed.
1-ring neighborhood scheme
Xia and Varshney introduced the 1-ring neighborhood scheme for selective refinement of a PM [9] .
For each ÓÐ transformation in the analysis phase, the 1-ring neighbor vertices AE´Ú × µ of the vertex Ú × in Å are reserved as topological details. In the case of Figure 12 Table 1 summarizes the topological details reserved for each node of the vertex hierarchy À in the selective refinement schemes. Although the types of topological details vary, previous schemes share a common feature: topological details are the entities in the simplified mesh Å or an SRM Å, not on the original mesh Å. When we intend to perform an edge collapse or vertex split transformation in the synthesis phase, the topological details may not be available in the current SRM.
Comparison summary
In this case, to restore the required topological details to the current SRM, additional edge collapse and/or vertex split transformations are inevitable. In contrast, in the complete scheme proposed in this paper, we represent the topological details by the vertices in Å. With this representation, the cut vertices for an edge collapse or vertex split transformation in the synthesis phase can be determined dynamically by finding the active ancestors of the stored vertices in the current SRM. Table 1 also summarizes the storage requirements for the reserved topological details in the selective refinement schemes. In Table 1 , most refinement schemes require 128 bits to store the topological details at each node in À, except the 1-ring neighborhood scheme with the explicit representation and the 4-face scheme with the half-edge representation. When a given mesh is not too large, 32 bits are sufficient for the tree-id, node-id notation in the complete scheme. In this case, the complete scheme requires 96 bits for the topological details, which is the second smallest storage among the schemes in Table 1 . 
Experimental Results
In this section, we experimentally compare the expressive power of selective refinement schemes in the transitive mesh space of a PM. In the experiments, we use several qrefine(Ú) functions with different refinement criteria, such as view parameters and silhouettes. For each qrefine(Ú) function, we show the SRMs generated by the 1-ring neighborhood scheme [9, 10] , the 4-face scheme [5] , and the complete scheme proposed in this paper. Finally, we compare the extreme cases of SRMs that can be obtained by the schemes, where vertex split transformations are recursively applied to one vertex in the base mesh Å ¼ .
View-dependent refinement
View-dependent refinement is one of the most attractive applications of selective refinement of a PM. When we use the view-dependent refinement framework for a navigation system, the numbers of vertices and faces in the current SRM are important factors to reduce the rendering overhead of the graphics processing unit (GPU). In each frame, the current SRM is updated with respect to changing view parameters. In the update, we visit each vertex Ú in the current SRM and determine whether Ú should be split or collapsed with the sibling vertex according to the value of the qrefine(Ú) function. Therefore, the number of vertices in the current SRM should be as small as possible to decrease the CPU load, as well as the GPU load for rendering. Figure 15 shows 3D mesh models used for the experiments of view-dependent refinement. We experimented with two strategies for selecting the edges to be collapsed in the analysis phase; i) incremental selection of edges with the quadric error metric [26] and ii) hierarchical selection of the maximally independent edge set. In the synthesis phase, we adapted the view-dependent refinement criterion proposed by Hoppe [5] to obtain an SRM. In the criterion, the qrefine(Ú) function involves the view-frustum, surface orientation, and screen-space geometric error. Table 2 reports the numbers of vertices and faces in the 3D meshes shown in Figure 16 . For the models used in the experiment, the complete scheme always generates the SRMs with the minimum numbers of vertices and faces among the schemes.
Moreover, this property holds regardless of the edge selection strategy used in the analysis phase.
Again, this result is induced by the fact that the complete scheme can selectively refine a vertex or collapse an edge without a precondition, except the simply-connectedness of an SRM. Figure 17 shows examples of silhouette refinement, where the sphere and feline models are selectively refined around the silhouettes. In these examples, we applied the silhouette test with the cone of normals [27] to each vertex. Figure 17 another view direction, generated by the 1-ring neighborhood, 4-face, and complete schemes, respectively. In the third row, the view frustum is highlighted in blue.
Silhouette refinement
scheme have the most narrow refined regions among the schemes.
Extreme case
To demonstrate the correlation between transformations due to the precondition of a selective refinement scheme, we experimented with an extreme refinement criterion. In the experiment, vertex split transformations start from one vertex Ú in the base mesh Å ¼ and are recursively applied to all vertices of the subtree whose root is Ú in the vertex hierarchy À. The green part in Figure 18 (a) illustrates the dual piece ´Úµ of the selected vertex Ú in Å ¼ , overlaid on the original mesh Å. 
Discussion
Boundary case
Until now, we assumed that the collapsed edge Ø Ù is an interior edge of a mesh, and we verified that two fundamental cut vertices Ú Ð and Ú Ö are sufficient to support ÓÐ × Ð and Ú×ÔÐ Ø × Ð transformations. Suppose that Ø Ù is a boundary edge. Then, from the dual perspective, only one fundamental dual piece exists which is adjacent to both ´Ú Ø µ and ´Ú Ù µ (see Figure 19 (a)).
We can treat the case of a boundary edge as follows. In the analysis phase, we reserve only one fundamental vertex, either Ú Ð or Ú Ö , and set another to NIL when a boundary edge is collapsed. In Figure 19 (a), Ú Ð is reserved and Ú Ö is NIL. In the synthesis phase, the Ø Ú ÄÊ´µ procedure in Section 4.3 returns NIL as an active cut vertex if the corresponding fundamental cut vertex is NIL.
In this manner, a boundary case can easily be treated, as shown in Figure 19 (b). 
Fold-over problem
The fold-over of a face could pose a problem in the view-dependent rendering framework with selective refinement of a PM. Here, a fold-over means that the normal of a face restored by a vertex split transformation is drastically different from those of adjacent faces so that an SRM may appear to be locally flipped. The complete scheme and the 4-face scheme can generate an SRM with a fold-over, although we have not observed such a case in our experiments. The 1-ring neighborhood scheme is an excellent approach to handle the fold-over problem. The scheme generates a fold-over-free SRM because the 1-ring neighborhood is restored before a vertex is split.
In the complete scheme and the 4-face scheme, the fold-over problem can be addressed by designing a refinement criterion that guarantees that an SRM will have no fold-over. In this criterion, we can detect a fold-over by testing whether the normals of the 1-ring neighbor faces of a vertex Ú considerably exceeds the cone of the normal of Ú computed in the analysis phase. When a vertex Ú × is split, we test the restored vertices, Ú Ø and Ú Ù , and their 1-ring neighbor vertices. If a foldover is detected at a vertex Ú, we enforce an additional vertex split transformation on Ú. That is, we recursively split the vertices concerned with fold-overs until no fold-over remains in the updated SRM.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we defined the transitive mesh space of a progressive mesh and presented a theoretical analysis of the space. We designed selective edge collapse and vertex split transformations for a progressive mesh and proposed a complete selective refinement scheme based on the transformations. We also presented theoretical and experimental comparisons of selective refinement schemes on their relative expressive power in transitive mesh space. In the comparison, we showed that the complete scheme always generates selectively refined meshes with smaller numbers of vertices and faces than previous schemes for a given refinement criterion.
The concept of dual pieces of the vertices in the vertex hierarchy plays a central role in the analysis of the transitive mesh space and the design of selective edge collapse and vertex split transformations. The dual piece concept can simply be extended to design a selective refinement scheme for a triangle-collapse-based progressive mesh [28] . We expect that the dual perspective can be generalized to propose a unified framework that includes all types of collapse-based multiresolution mesh representations, including the vertex set collapse transformation and non-manifold
meshes. An interesting future work would be to investigate the selective refinement scheme for a multiresolution mesh representation in which a given mesh can be simplified by using several types of collapse transformations together.
